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Modularity reaches a new dimension with Palau’s seating system Corals. A modular system that is easy to re-configure on site and easy to maintain.  
All components, such as seating elements, walls, tables or armrests, are attached effortlessly to an aluminum frame functioning as the seating system’s base.  
With this user friendly design all elements can be smoothly interchanged. The aluminum base enables cables to be stored neatly out of sight. Furthermore,  
Corals can be supplied with armrests or tabletops containing integrated netboxes and/or lighting systems. A Corals unit is packaged and can be repackaged flat, 
solving storage and transport problems. 

All these options make Corals easy to install, easy to reconfigure for other functions and easy to expand. Corals is also easy to repair: damaged elements can be 
reupholstered, keeping the remainder of the sofa intact. By reupholstering or reconfiguring certain elements of the configuration, you can simply upgrade the 
sofa, making it look like new and matching it with the growth of your company. In short, Corals offers a new perspective on sofa design, to help your company face 
its future tasks.
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SEATING ELEMENT

width    60 / 78 / 120 / 138 cm

depth   75 cm

SEATING ELEMENT LOW BACK 

width    60 / 78 / 120  / 138 cm

back height (incl. base) 80 cm

depth   75 cm

SEATING ELEMENT HIGH BACK

width   60 / 78 / 120 / 138 cm

back height (incl. base)   138 cm

depth   75 cm
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CORNER ELEMENT 45 º

back height (incl. base) 80 / 138 cm

depth   75 cm

corner   45 º

CORNER ELEMENT 60 º

back height (incl. base) 80 / 138 cm

depth   75 cm

corner   60 º

CORNER ELEMENT 90 º

back height (incl. base) 80 / 138 cm

depth   75 cm

corner   90 º
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SCREEN STRAIGHT 

width   60  / 120  cm

height (incl. base)  138 cm

ARMREST

width   18 cm

height (incl. base)  64 cm 

depth   75 cm

TABLE TOP CORNER PIECES

corner  45 º / 60 º / 90 º

depth  75 cm

LIGHTING LEGS STEEL LEGS WOOD

SCREEN CORNER

width    60 cm

height (incl. base)  138 cm

corner   90 º

TABLE TOP END PIECE

width   37 cm

depth   75 cm

TABLE TOP STRAIGHT PIECE

width   30 cm

depth   75 cm
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